
"SERVOS/SOF" ServoSystems and Industrial

Drivers Simulation Software permits the simulation

of motors (C.C., A.C., and Ward-Leonhard system) with the

possibility of their control from its block diagram, which is

formed by blocks that represent elements of the equimpent,

such as regulators or motors.

This Simulation Software constitutes an unbeatable ally in

the study and understanding of the operation and

regulation of electrical motors, offering the possibility of

setting their speed, position and torque by means of

regulators. It is also possible to study their transitory and

stationary response.
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INTRODUCTION DESCRIPTION

Designed to work in a ,

permitting the easy entering of data.

The multitask environment, based on Windows graphics,

offers the possibility of displaying on screen different

configurations and results. In this way, you can compare

the effects produced by variations in any system element.

It consists of three motor simulation modules: DC "SERCC",

AC "SERCA", and Ward-Leonhard system "WL".
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COMPLETE DIAGRAM OF THE MOTOR
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* Specifications subject to change without previous notice, due to the continuous improvements of the products.
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PRACTICAL POSSIBILITIES
Permits the simulation of DC, AC and Ward-Leonard system motors:.

DC MOTOR: AC MOTOR:

WARD-LEONARD ASSEMBLY:

-

* The motor as a modelizable system.

* Validation of the model by means of simulation and

calculation of the characteristic constants of the motor

dynamics.

* Analysis of the motor under load and without load.

Evolution in time of the motor's response under different

load situations.

* Possibility of analysis with parameter variation. Analysis of

current loop.

* Effects of the current regulation, under load and without

load.

-

* The value of the regulator constants in open loop and in

feedback is adjusted in order to implement the loop.

* Study of the effect of limiting the speed controller output.

-

* Adjustment of the position loop of the regulated motor for

optimum control.

* Display of the development of the different motor

magnitudes in different load situations.

-

* Study of the effect of the regulator constants on the

transient and stationary response.

-

* Analysis of the motor's electrical parameters.

* Evolution in time of the motor for different load situations.

* Traditional regulation and control methods.

* Adjustable parameters for the simulation.

* Calculation of the characteristic constants of the motor

dynamics.

-

* Detailed study of the flux loop of the induction motor in

order to obtain an optimum response.

-

* Detailed Study of the torque loop of the induction motor

in order to obtain an optimum response.

-

* Detailed study of the speed loop of the induction motor

in order to obtain to an optimum response.

-

* Detailed study of the position loop of the induction

motor in order to obtain an optimum response.

-

* Study of the effect of the regulator constants on the

transitory and stationary response.

-

* Possibility of analysis with parameter variation.
* Evolution in time of the motor response in different load

situations.

Analysis of operation in open loop.

Analysis of the speed loop.

Analysis of the position loop.

Transitory and stationary response.

Analysis of operation in open loop.

Analysis of the flux loop.

Analysis of the torque loop.

Analysis of the speed loop.

Analysis of the position loop.

Transitory and stationary response.

Behaviour of a DC motor controlled by means

of the Ward-Leonard assembly.

POSSIBLE EXTENSIONSSPECIFICATIONS

- This software is perfectly complemented by the

, with

physical and real practice application.

- Configuration of a

* Complete Hardware Equipment .

* Simulation Software for 20 student

post.

Teaching Equipment of Servosystems, with

control from PC, in real time “SERVOS”

Laboratory of Servosystems

and Drivers for 20 student post,

working simultaneously:

Industrial

"SERVOS"

"SERVOS/SOF"

- The " SERVOS / SOF "

.

- by means of floppy disk in
computer (PC) 486 or higher , and

- Operating system

Servosystems and
Industrial Drivers Simulation Software, in
English

Ready for installation
immediate

operation.

Windows.

- Practice Manual.Autodidactic


